In the GDR, societal development is to be achieved by cultivating the standard of the worker class. The goal is the familiar multi-faceted development of character (see above), with the image of the socialistic being as the leading idea. A higher qualification is supposed to assist in mastering the growing challenges of scientific and technical renewal. By contrast, "every limitation of the image of the socialistic being to a purely specialized qualification and cultivation is to be rejected with respect to the demands of the technical revolution.
3 Further, the socialistic individual should be educated to take part in the leadership of the state and society, and to acquire a newly defined relationship to art and culture. "The image of human beings is enriched through the multiplicity and depth of aesthetic training and of artistic experiences...which mark their historical consciousness, their imagination, their emotions, theory passions, their observational talent, their sense for beauty, and therefore their image of the world. 2. Social image of the human being and music education 2. Social image of the human being and music education 2. Social image of the human being and music education 2. Social image of the human being and music education
General Preliminary Considerations
According to socialistic interpretation, art was used in the past as a means of solidifying civic authority. The educational aspect consisted in disguising that authority through a particular acoustical signal and in that way to maintain the appropriate measure of reason. "The merely intoxicating-emotional character of music of many time periods and occasions...plays an often dominant role with primitive musical cultivation.
5 The acoustical signal can in part be transferred to actual music. Even today, still, it pursues tangible economic interests across generations-if not political ones-and cannot be eliminated from the social environment of the younger generation. That circumstance is reinforced by the cult status of some performers and their songs. By means of targeted cultivation, Marxist aesthetics of art attempts to make music a requirement for artistic education not only for a small circle but for the broad public mass. The three pillars-creator, performer, public-are viewed in part on one level with the societal relationship between production, reproduction, and consumption. Accordingly, art is supposed to be a reflection of reality. Consequently, there can be no isolation and privatization of the experience of art. 6 Logically, in matters of musicology and music education, the standpoint of "l'art pour l'art" must be abandoned. The goal of education must be to determine the positioning of music within society, and to understand and accept art and science as products of societal consciousness, that they flourish when productive forces develop in parallel with them.
Aesthetic cultivation and music education 7
Aesthetic education within the socialistic system of education is therefore not a luxury. Rather, its absence would throw into question the entire concept of such education insofar as it, like other areas, were to be neglected. Supplementary areas would have to be optimized in order to guarantee analogous, proportionate progress of all parts of the system. This systemic interdependence applies not only to the supplementary areas and to the coordination of the cultivation. No, the systemic aspect must contribute to the realization of constructing societal consciousness on the part of music education. According to Michel the systemic aspect must contribute to the realization of constructing societal consciousness on the part of music education. Aspects of aesthetic cultivation reach into many branches of the domain of cultivation and must be consciously recognized and promoted. 
Music as an emotive, awareness-building and creative force
In addition to acquiring knowledge, the evoking of emotions and attitudes should be promoted in the work of education. Accordingly, music would be an emotional supplement to the process of gaining knowledge and would serve as a means for personal development and as an aid to thinking.
9 The assertion does not apply that music is necessary compensation for emotion-free technologizing [of life], with the help of which humankind can escape from its real environment. The argument that technological development first allows for the possibility of the actual human element, i.e., culture and art is not as predominant as the interpretation that scientific and technological renewal, as well as cultural revolution, are a mutually complementary system, where the cultural level is responsible for the speedy development of productive forces (see above), on the one hand, and where, on the other, culture and art would become matters for the folk in the course of the development. The task of music in particular, and of culture in general, would be "the intellectual, culture, and artistic mastery of human relations with the modern technology of our times."
10
According to socialistic interpretation, in addition to conditions for regulating societal and interpersonal relations, music education brings about further conditions for developing general creative forces through activating the sense of beauty and the communication of aesthetic perspectives-this, however, only after a certain active degree of involvement with that art that could be useful for scientific progress for technical concepts and innovations. Related research outcomes confirm that, strange as it may seem, capabilities gained through music education have an effect on the mastery of other complicated activities. With reference to schools, this positive correlation between music-intellectual and scientific-technical capabilities shows that musical pupils can also keep up with the pace in other subjects. 11 There is no confirmation of a negative correlation between musical and mathematical capabilities, which is customarily expected. "Music education is not merely an aesthetic concern. It is an operational force of the highest rank which stimulates and activates the intellectual potency of individuals."
12 The question poses itself, of course, whether musical talent should sooner be understood as existing within a complex of capabilities rather than being a precondition for other talents.
Self-criticism and suggestions for improvement
The goal of music education is designed to awaken the aspiration for musical activity and to encourage personal and societal development through music. However, there remains a long path even in the GDR before reaching that goal. Michel complains that pupils do not take music education as seriously as desired.
13 Some see music as completely useless for living life. Other pupils consider involvement with music as not absolutely necessary. The largest number, however, acknowledge only the entertainment factor in music. Socialistic education seems to bear fruit in only a small faction of the pupils. That faction commits itself to the character-building dimension of music education. There is also the objection that parents do not assign very much significance to this subject, and that even the faculty diminishes music education as an insignificant accessory subject. In order to guarantee a better choice of music-educational offerings musicologists and the Ministry for National Education should work together with the Association of German Composers. Targeted compositions-in this case, songs with a specific thematic content-would have to be provided for music education. Workshop conversations of pupils with composers, performers, and musicologists should promote mutual understanding. The possibility of actualizing ideological education through music would have to be acknowledged and exploited. Music analysis with Marxist-Leninist background should be required of the educators. An interdisciplinary coordination of music instruction with history, social studies, German language and literature, art education, as well as foreign languages should help in recognizing knowledge and insights about developmental tendencies of society. Conversely, the application of historical and political knowledge should assist in tapping into the content of ideas in musical art works. Finally, reality will be represented through music-aesthetic means. Extra-curricular music education has been realized in the FDJ and in the pioneer movement "Ernst Thälman." Some songs that arose there should be used in music education because of the power of their political message and their timeliness. 2.5 Discussion of the needs of pupils A task of music pedagogy in the GDR that is not to be neglected is education toward the proper interaction with the offerings of the mostly West German radio stations which, for the socialist state, exert an objectionable influence on society. "The systems dealing with music listening should never neglect that our school-age youth are still under the influence of broadcast mass media deliberately instituted by West German state-monopolized cultural mechanisms for manipulating people.
14 Additionally, must be added that this quotation refers to the musical portion of radio broadcasts, and that ideological manipulation through music has greater difficulty thriving than through the spoken word. In this case, further coordination, this time between schools and radio, should help to eliminate the problem of so-called musical decadence-meaning pop music, by deliberately dealing in this manner with the listening ideals of the youth. According to the listening habits of pupils, dance music and music for entertainment should be invested with content tied to values.
Training and continuing education of the music teacher
In keeping with the demand for qualitative change in the training and continuing education of faculty, they should be persuaded to engage and implement the fundamental goals of the curricula.
In that regard, musicology should furnish theoretically founded, practicable advice for the mastery of such tasks. Music education would in this way develop away from a descriptive, historically oriented subject to a theoretically based discipline, which holds to the humanistic tradition propagated by socialism, and which plans, determines, and guides socialistic life of the present. The unified periodical "Music in the School" should function as a mirror which reflects the true reality of the efforts, deeds, facts, and results.
Music schools and promoting the talented
The general socialistic education of the musical type is differentiated in music schools. The curricula take it to mean "a furthering and deepening of obligatory instruction that can be optimally suited to societal requirements, especially the requirements of future specialized training and the schooling of individual talents and views."
15
The main tasks of music schools consists, on one hand, in the dissemination of the artistic culture of the nation and of general music education and, on the other, of identifying talent and training of the gifted to develop the professional musician, which is achieved through promoting the highly gifted and through training in special schools of music. Identifying talent is facilitated by cooperation of the relevant agencies. Research programs on the forms of determining musical talent have been initiated for determining musical talent after it was recognized that western testing, which had been used to date, did not exactly fit into the overall conception of local music pedagogy. They want to open the doors to international competitions with scientific training methods similar to those in the domain of athletics. Higher educational challenges likewise demand a scientific foundation. The teaching and learning process should be more rational. Obsolescent schematism must yield to certain scientific principles.
16

Example of a curriculum and suggestion for its implementation
At this point, an example is to be presented of how the curriculum for piano would be realized in according to a socialistic conception. The line of argumentation is to be reproduced in some selected quotations.
17 Piano instruction only fulfills its purpose if the learned material is applied societally. "In order to be effective in the folk-related domain, they (pianists) must be educated to be socialistic personalities."
18
The training and educational goals of piano instruction are precisely defined in the framework of the educational system. "They include the education of the pupils up to a definite class level, to socialistic patriotism, to intolerance and the fight against manifestations of middle-class ideology and decadence, to love, to work, and to learning, to a high feeling of responsibility to society, in addition to set high expectations of oneself, to loyal friendship with the Soviet Union, and to proletarian internationalism. I would also add the development of joy in music and of music as a condition for the readiness to permit the acquired capabilities to be effective in societal life."
19 The fact that piano instruction is to be covered poses the question whether these ever recurring, flowery and, in this context, tasteless expressions where there is never talk of discipline-specific issues, have not had a dissuasive effect on the party-line readers in the GDR. Nevertheless, some inessential instrumentspecific and general music-training tasks are laid out, and ways of realizing educational goals are illustrated, above all in placing value on analytical issues in the repertoire to be played, which degenerates in the familiar direction of ideological propaganda. "The point of departure for practicing, as the centerpiece of internalizing a musical work must be music-aesthetic ideas. These are produced during orientation by means of analysis of the work." 20 How analysis is carried out has already been discussed. In the remainder of the essay, the author presents a precise syllabus with the musical works to be studied, and prepares an analysis for each work and a guide for practicing. However, he is not successful of producing, with a line of argumentation, a connection between piano instruction and ideological education. Rather, he constantly repeats the thesis of unity between art education and socialistic training of individuals. His choice of literature for study consists only-and who would be surprised-of musical works of contemporary socialist composers. He concludes: "With all the efforts in this direction (unity of art and ideology), we should never forget that education through music without education toward music is not possible. Let us educate our pupils to love our contemporary socialist art. Then let us forget a strong weapon in the battle against middle-class It is necessary at this point to deal with an essay that bears the same title as this chapter, and which originates with a West German author. He attempts to examine comparatively West and East German music education. 
Comparison between East and West
It will be established here, in general, that when education falls within the sphere of influence of the state and its government, the government cannot be in contradiction to the principles of the state and its ideas. That fact proves true strongly in a totalitarian state system and extends necessarily to all of its component systems. The author therefore compares the guidelines for music education of elementary schools in the state of North Rhine Westphalia with those of the GDR. The guidelines for North Rhine Westphalia make clear that music is taught for music's sake. By contrast, the analogous text in the GDR-which is substantially longer-requires education toward the goal of humanity and of the state citizen. The desire for acquiring knowledge can hardly be deduced by reading the guidelines. Instead the text engages in polemics against the conception of western music education. Although both curriculum plans speak initially of aesthetic education and of general training of the character, it soon becomes apparent that in the GDR personality can be understood only as a member of the population, and that music education only serves the required goals of education (see above). It is clear, therefore, that music education serves neither music nor the child but rather society and the state. It is striking that those dealing with curricula expend the most effort in the GDR to scientifically establish the elementary foundations of music education, as though in that effort lay the research into psychological, methodological, and pedagogical questions, the investigation of systems for learning sight-singing and of questions about children's awareness of melody, among other things, in order in that way more accurately to identify discipline-specific problems. In that area of academic work, owing to its relative innocuousness, the state grants scholars wide latitude because it cannot do great damage. Genuine democrats are produced there. Of course the boundaries marked out cannot be overstepped, and Soviet-oriented pedagogy must be closely adhered to.
Extra-curricular music education
As in the former Federal Republic, music education in the overall educational plan is merely a peripheral matter and is relegated to the bottom rank. However, because schooling in the GDR is primarily oriented toward achievement, the achievement principle holds in music instruction as
well. Efforts to direct extra-curricular music education are on fertile soil in the GDR. In youth organizations, for example, music and the cultivation of the folksong are emphasized. Further, municipal music schools are established. The author justifies the necessity for the socialistic state to maintain such schools in three points: 23 1. the framework of socio-political educational possibilities should be expanded; musiceducational aspects are secondary;
2. educational privilege should be reduced 3. private music teachers should be absorbed and placed under state control
The author justified the use of municipal music schools as follows.
24
1. music pupils (children of workers and farmers) receive a supplementary and comprehensive music education 2. the foundation of a broad cultivation of music is thereby realized 3. a systematic screening for talent can be undertaken in cooperation with public schools and municipal music schools
Conclusion
Overall, the author determines that the organization of municipal music schools is on firm footing, and that efforts are in the making to put music education more in the service of music. Additionally, however, he does not exclude the possibility that a certain strategy is behind the scene that endeavors to disguise the propaganda more cleverly. His conclusion: "As little as we in the West can adopt from this, we should as fully and seriously observe the forms that…develop in the area of music education and cultivation. There is no reason for us to be satisfied with the developments and conditions in the Federal Republic of Germany."
25 However, he indicates that despite existing drawbacks a broad, diversified spectrum exists in professional journals and publishing houses for publication of music. In the GDR, by contrast, a single track prevails: there is only one professional journal and only one state publisher. Music education must make us aware of the forms and contents of music, because active musical understanding is hindered owing to lacking education or inferior music. Music education should therefore enable and promote active aural experience. The demand for a musically trained nation has many facets. It is important that music of the past and of the present be assimilated equally. Musical hearing has to elevate itself from the most naïve form of reception. To that end, a M M MUSIC AND USIC AND USIC AND 2008 hierarchy of reception levels is to be established that differentiates between purely emotional assimilation, intellectual grasp, and educational effect. Music is understood according to the relevant epoch and the relevant societal relationships. Religious music is often manipulated as a humanization of the "Christ legend." An effort exists to include historical and aesthetic knowledge to the assimilation of music. That is a challenge for all music professionals to understand themselves as pedagogues. So-called pop music is a big problematic area in music reception in the GDR. "Music instruction must deal critically with the widest variety of opinions of pupils, thus for example with the problems of decadence, of kitsch, of dance and entertainment music ("hits"), of jazz. 27 The music educator is required to discuss pop music and thereby to counteract the ostensible manipulation on the part of radio stations in the West. An appeal goes out to composers to create pop music tied to values, to orient themselves according to eighteenth and nineteenthcentury dance music, to incorporate also love of homeland and humor by means of engaging melody, interesting rhythm, which, however, should not be to excessive for making this genre societally useful. Music education should attempt to sharpen the judgment of pupils vis-à-vis the quality of pop music by attempting to mindless, fanatic intoxication.
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Music Creation
28
In the GDR, artists and workers are in a creative reciprocal relationship out of which new art works should arise. In that connection it should not be forgotten that both classes have common and foundational interests to represent, though the leadership role in this two-sided relationship of trust falls to the working class "by force of "objective facts."
29 That leadership role of the working class is justified through a few arguments. Art is the property of the folk. The working class which, as is believed in the GDR, liberated art from its dependence, plays and active role in the development of art and culture. Through the SED [Socialist Union Party], the working class formulates intellectual and cultural expectations and presses for creative activity. Modifying the character of labor requires more intellectual work. The folk masses should participate more in culture, as well as feel drawn to intellectual and cultural demands. Stamped by this development, the new addressee of artistic creativity should be the laborer. "In life and in the struggle of the working class itself, new heroes mature to whom literary and artistic works owe their stimulus."
30
Additionally, the demand is made that the production of this "aesthetic experience of work," 31 along with the personage of the worker, becomes the object of art works in order to fill out the "white spot on our map of socialistic art."
32
The tenor of this art work is its influence on societal life and the intellectual and cultural development of humankind and of interpersonal relations. To do that, the artist must understand the logic of societal development and must devote himself to the intensive study of Marxism-27 Paul Michel, "Musik und Jugend," in Musik und Gesellschaft (Berlin/O, 1969) . 28 cf. Kurt Hager, "Arbeiterklasse und Künstler," in Musik in der Schule (Berlin/O, 1972 Leninism. Practical relations between both groups should given the artist insight into the thinking and feeling of the laborer. Despite these demands on the artist, the responsibility of his creativity resides solely with him. His art work must serve socialism. It should be stimulation as well as facilitate entertainment and self-knowledge. The Socialist Union Party demands of the artist political consciousness of the state and political maturity, and instates a relationship of trust only when he demonstrates to the Party faithfulness to principles, honesty and loyalty. The demand goes out to musicologists and art critics to demonstrate a high degree of socialistic partisanship and personal engagement in their judgments, to nuance their evaluations, and to have understanding for the difficulty of the creative process.
The Inheritance
"The socialistic-realistic account of ancient classical works begins from the view that humanity has elevated those works that artistically shape their advancements toward an ever more powerful, delicate and bold humanity. The accounting thus emphasizes progressive ideas of classical works."
33
This statement of Brecht on inheritance and accounting [of classical works] reflects to a great extent the aesthetic conception of socialistic states that proposes the most significant artists as revolutionary in societal and humanitarian progress, and views socialistic society as the rightful bearer of that inheritance. Siegmund-Schultze asks whether we should break completely with inherited art works or whether the most valuable elements should be singled out, retained and further developed, and appeals for that further development. 34 The working class will reach back to the best artistic traditions of the past, and will gradually link those with their own cultural accomplishments, which will then, little by little, become a factor. Close knowledge of past cultural achievements is indispensable for personal artistic development. Again and again, two statements are invoked in this connection, which say: "The proletarian culture must be the normative development of that totality of knowledge that humanity has evolved under the yoke of capitalistic society, of landowners, of civil servants." 35 National solidarity in art also comes up in that regard:
"Art belongs to the folk. It must have its deepest roots in the broad productive masses. standards are preserved and art works of the current culture in the GDR will not be overvalued without qualification. That would mean that Beethoven's ideals would be realized by means of the socialist movement. The artistic inheritance should not be altered according to the views and goals of socialism. However, certain evaluations should not be relinquished. Not every art of the past can be artistically valuable. Nevertheless, hidden treasures of art should be sought. However, they should not be presented to the public indiscriminately. In the case of "great" music no particularly deep anxiety should exist with regard to its thematic content. The statement "not ever word can stand as we use it" points to a certain helplessness in dealing with "problematic" works, e.g. in Bach's and Händel's sacred music. With Beethoven, we are in better shape, if there is success in justifying its socio-political commitment in his works. The romanticists are viewed as the founders of relevant national schools, which achieved their effect by means of a revolutionary, progressive attitude toward the struggle for liberation of its folk. New music possesses no societal value because the danger of, among other things, "typical manifestations of imperialistic cultural ideology" lies hidden in it.
37
The task of music education should be to give the general public the conceptual content of socalled humanistic art works, and to awaken understanding for contemporary works. An example of a genealogical tradition of a musical genre is to show how the attempt is being undertaken in the GDR to bring contemporary art into the domain of "great" music. Mansfelder Oratorio A Marxist-based musical analysis combines ideological and political issues with intellectual and aesthetic perspectives. In order to be able to understand a work of music, skills have to be developed which enable the independent preparation of a well-founded analysis, which additionally account for historical and ideal specification of individual works vis-a-vis the societal bonds of the composer. Michel asks:
For example, how could someone properly understand a Schubert lied with knowing Schubert's relation to society, to Metternich's national system, to Schubert's circle of friends, without being familiar with the special function of the lied in the case of Schubert? How often are such songs performed purely according to emotion, and how often, thereby, is the image of a composer of his times and the objective of his art misunderstood and distorted.
39
From this quotation it is clear that the music educator should understand the composer based on the societal context, a not inessential aspect which, so it seems, is still often given short shrift in western music analysis.
37 Ibid., 60. 38 Ibid. 39 Michel, "Die Aufgaben der Musikerziehung," 13.
5. The lied in music pe 5. The lied in music pe 5. The lied in music pe 5. The lied in music pedagogy in the GDR dagogy in the GDR dagogy in the GDR dagogy in the GDR If in Western Europe the cultivation of folk music in primary schools leads a modest existence, in the GDR music education at least makes an effort to shape music instruction around the singing of folk songs. The objectives that are thereby pursued are, however, not purely musical. Rather, they are to build political consciousness.
The politicization of the folk song
Politicization of folk songs for the young applies in the GDR to all age groups. Even the cradlesong and lullaby are put in service of propaganda. The following conclusions are drawn from such politicization.
40 Relationships are created between the folk song and environment, as well as between the song and life. Folk songs from the (GDR) Fatherland and homeland are promoted. Ethical problems are raised and inculcated in songs. This song was given a prize in the year 1951 in the artistic competition of the former society for German-Soviet Friendship. This propaganda becomes even more vivid in kindergarten songs. We love our homeland Yes, we are young pioneers And they are always ready to unify the homeland in peace and harmony.
The explanations of the curriculum for the subject music in the eighth grade indicate what value socialistic youth songs have in music education. 46 Music as a subject is subdivided into units of material that encompass four hours. Using selected songs, the development of the GDR is to be laid out for the youth. The flow of instruction is prescribed down to the minute. The following quotation verifies how important non-musical aspects are as well.
Of special significance in the 1971-72 school year are the emphases on the material through references to the preparation and execution of the 10 th world festival of youth and students, 1973, in Berlin. In discussions about instruction, the beginning of preparations for the youth consecration and admittance into the Free German Youth is to be taken up.
47
It was clear above that in the selection of songs the emphasis is on contemporary creations, but can also be reinforced by the following quotation.
An important aspect of socialistic education through music is the choice of songs. Music teachers must increasingly move toward utilizing the song resources of our time in instruction, especially songs of composers in our republic and in national-democratic countries....In addition to youth and large-rally songs, songs of the struggle of the working class should find more access in our instruction.
48
Furthermore, those songs in which western "maudlin sentimentality" and "mental kitsch" are evoked should be eliminated. 49 The introduction to song and appropriate shaping of songs should
give pupils proper insight into what is sung, where great value is placed on certain technical aids such as long-playing records and tape recordings. As in morning prayers in some village schools in western countries, the so-called morning song should be introduced in schools. New songs should come to the fore where possible. "All too often still, meaningless tear-jerkers displace our valuable song material," such as the Köhlerliesl and the Rennsteiglied. known to most parents. The regret that parents make no effort to learn contemporary socialistic songs with their children cannot be ignored. Additionally, a certain significance is accorded to extracurricular singing in the singing movements of youth organizations and in the camps of schools and businesses. Only those songs should be chosen which "first, correspond to the educational goal of our socialistic school; second, in form and content are scientifically and artistically without fault; third, appropriate to the age characteristics of the children.
51
Inherited songs with new texts
In a state system in which the relationship to culture and art tradition is unproblematic, the question arises about justification and the possibility of providing old songs with new texts. 52 The need for new song material is very large in the GDR. New events such as technological development, new country life, new forms of societal life are to be reflected through singing. Old songs, as representatives of conditions that are no longer desired merely interpret those things instead of having a modifying effect on the foundation, in the sense of interpreting the new model. Accordingly, old songs would be only be acceptable as comparisons.
The song "In March of the Farmers" sings of those conditions. However, the view of the new words does not justify the sung text. In the GDR, therefore, a new strophe is added.
Yes, it was once so, and the work was difficult. Today tractors and threshers produce more And if the fields were combined, the collective would outperform all others.
53
In general, this raises the question whether it is justified willfully to alter inherited cultural resources. In the GDR, opinions on the matter are widely diversified. Some advocate the inviolability of inherited culture and stress the principle of cultivating and preserving it. Others refer to the fact that folk songs that are not fixed in print but rather are transmitted only orally are constantly subjected to the process of transformation. In this context, Lange quotes Stalin: "The folk refines its songs over centuries and elevates them to the highest level of art."
54
It is known that often several versions of a text exist for one and the same melody, and that through contrafactum new text underlays are undertaken, and that secular songs are refunctionalized into sacred ones, and vice versa. As a pronounced example, Luther should be mentioned, who created reformist chorales out of folk songs, and later Bach, too, in his sacred and secular works. However, statements by the Bach biographer, Schweitzer, who several times calls such a procedure violent, barbaric and musically inappropriate bear witness that this procedure does not always meet with approval.
55 Songs of the worker's struggle and political rally songs arose in that process. However, the alterations often applied to only a few words so that relearning would be easier because the melody of course remained unchanged. Additionally, there are songs of struggle that made their way into German territories and quickly became popular. These were provided with German texts that relied heavily on the original text. Lange cautions against using contrafactum indiscriminately, but considers them ideally suitable, first, in order to have a parody effect and, second, in order to retain for the practice of singing the melody of a song that is especially striking in its musical beauty, and whose inherited text is too far removed from our societal conditions and tasks, i.e. from the understanding of our pupils.
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Concluding Comment Concluding Comment Concluding Comment Concluding Comment
There is a difference between training and education in the GDR, even if I occasionally use the two concepts synonymously. Many essays deal with music education in general, more as music education in particular. The offerings in the literature on this theme is exceedingly rich. However, it runs chronologically only up to ca. 1972. Socialistic professional literature differs essentially from non-socialistic. The line of argumentation, which in almost all essays is the same, ends up such that socialistic propaganda occupies a significant place, which clearly runs counter to scholarly and didactic credibility. From that it is clear that in the GDR politics above all dictates the goal of all education, and pedagogy must provide the means for it. In the positive, the targeted search for and promotion of talent is to be highlighted. Schools of general education and music schools are integrated in that respect, but always on the premise that those to be promoted fit into the political system. 
